יזכור
Yom Kippur
September 19, 2018 / 10 Tishrei 5779
Shemini Atzeret
October 1, 2018 / 22 Tishrei 5779
Pesach
April 27, 2019 / 22 Nisan 5779
Shavuot
June 10, 2019/ 7 Sivan 5779

Yizkor 5779

Thoughts from the Rabbi

Blessed is the life of every soul,
pure and bright the breath of G-d within us.
Help us know the Infinite Wisdom that gives life
and takes it away.
Forgive us for anger, bitterness, and selfishness.
Teach us the language of healing.

Blessed are those who give meaning to our lives;
holy and precious is the example they leave behind.
May our sorrows diminish as we recall their strengh.
May their wisdom protect us and help us to live.
Let our grief be transformed into tenderness
toward those who are still with us.

One of the most moving and meaningful parts of every Jewish
holiday is the Yizkor service. Often, yizkor is translated as a
time to remember, but in truth, it’s much more than that.

After being enslaved in Egypt for generations, the Jewish
people finally cried out to G-d. And the Torah says that
after G-d heard their groaning, “Vayizkor Elokim et brito,”
G-d remembered His covenant. What does it mean that G-d
remembered? Is there such a thing as G-d forgetting? Clearly
the word vayizkor, or the related yizkor, does not mean to
remember as opposed to forget. We would never forget our
loved ones who have passed away, but yizkor means to connect
and have a relationship. G-d always remembered our covenant,
but He was waiting to hear our cries until rebuilding our
relationship. We always remember our loves ones, but we take
a few special moments during the year to reconnect with them
and to contemplate our relationship.
There is another place where the Torah uses the same root
word. When instructing us to honor the Shabbat, the Torah
says, “Zachor et Yom HaShabbat likadsho,” remember the
Shabbat and sanctify it. The Gemara teaches that we do this
by making kiddush, by performing a mitzvah and honoring
Shabbat at its arrival. This is another way we can make yizkor
meaningful. We don’t just remember, but we use the time to
sanctify those who have passed on. Let’s think of a mitzvah we
can do that will honor their lives. There is no greater honor
than recommitting ourselves to the values and lessons of those
who came before us.
Together, let’s use this holy time to reconnect to our family,
to cherish our relationships, and to commit to honoring them
with our own lives.

–Rabbi Daniel Fox
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These are the lights that guide us…These are the
ways we remember.
				

– Hana Senesh (1921–1944)

Ellen Avner, mother
David Rosenblatt, uncle

Remembered by Tamara, Shaya, Ellie, and Emma Avner

Irving H. Chasin, father
Sam Chasin, grandfather
Dora Chasin, grandmother
Louis Leiter, grandfather
Sylvia Leiter, grandmother
Creighton Leiter, uncle
Norman Solomon, grandfather
Madeline Solomon, grandmother
Julius Felischer, grandfather
Goldie Fleischer, grandmother
Yetta Rabinowitz, great-gradmother

Remembered by Lois, Larry, Noah, Jonathan, and
Gabriel Chasin

Louis Cherney (Eliezar ben Chaim), father
Sarah Cherney (Sara bat Yitzchatk), mother
Burton Cherney (Benyoman ben Eliezar), brother
Bernard Lenoff (Dov Ber ben Leb), father
Albert Lauwasser (Avraham ben David), father
Remembered by the Cherney Family

Shaoul ben Mazal Ibgui, father
Tamar bat Rachel Ibgui, mother
Maurice ben Tamar Ibgui, brother
Shlomo ben Tamar Ibgui, brother
David ben Tamar Ibgui, brother
Ninette bat Tamar Ibgui, sister
Harry Cohen, father of Ron
Minnie Cohen, mother of Ron
Ilan Abergel, nephew

Remembered by Madeleine Cohen

Shaul ben Shemen, father
Nasim Chaim ben Shokri, father-in-law

Remembered by the Delrahim Family

Arnold Dobkin, father
Thelma Dobkin, mother
Larry Dobkin, brother
Ben Winer, grandfather
Annette Winer, grandmother
Max Potash, grandfather
Sarah Potash, grandmother
Ben Dobkin, grandfather
Sophie Dobkin, grandmother
Louis Karlinsky, grandfather
Ida Karlin, grandmother
Herbie Potash, uncle

Remembered by Debbie and David Dobkin

Louis N. Epstein, father
Charlotte Kozin Epstein, mother
Jack M. Robbin, father
Angeline Benzuly Robbin, mother

Remembered by Barbara and Erwin Epstein

In the rising of the sun, and in its going down...

...we remember them.
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Roger Olsen, father
Elizabeth Olsen, mother

Remembered by Stephanie Fox

Joanne Geifman, mother of David
Sheldon Epstein, father of Liz
Sarah Zubatsky, grandmother of David
Dr. David Zubatsky, grandfather of David
Sam Geifman, grandfather of David
Bea Geifman, grandmother of David
Morris Epstein, grandfather of Liz
Mae Epstein, grandmother of Liz
Rebecca Latt, grandmother of Liz
Herman Latt, grandfather of Liz

Remembered by Liz and David Geifman and Family

George Goldenberg, MD, father
Elizabeth Libby Goldenberg, mother
Max Handzel, father
Florence Handzel, mother

Remembered by Sharon and Harris Goldenberg

Joseph Goldstein, father
Victoria Goldstein, mother
Morton H. Bernstein, father
Jean Bernstein, mother

Remembered by Nancy and Dan Goldstein

Stephen Leapman (Shalom Baer ben Shmuel), husband, father, 		
grandfather
Samuel Leapman (Shmuel ben Shalom Baer), father
Beatrice Phillips Leapman (Brendl bat Fischel), mother
Eli Leapman (Eliah ben Shalom Baer), uncle
Tessie Leapman Moss (Tess bat Shalom Baer), aunt
Pearl Leapman (Paas Rivka bat Shalom Baer), aunt
Simon Leapman (Shalom Baer ben Yosef), grandfather
Ida R. Leapman (Chaya Rivka bat Yitzhak Shmuel), grandmother
S. Sidney Lavine (Shlomo ben Gavriel), father
Marie H. Lavine (Miriam bat Sarah), mother
Charles Lavine (Gavriel ben Simcha HaLevi), grandfather
Mary Lavine (Miriam bat Yitzhak HaLevi), grandmother
Remembered by the Leapman Family

Bert Loebmann (Moshe ben Meshulam), husband
Seymour Berkovitz (Shmuel ben Eliezer), father
Helen Berkovitz (Chasha bat Zalman), mother
Kurt Loebmann (Meshulam ben Aryeh Shraga), father-in-law
Annelies Loebmann (Liba bat Azriel HaCohen), mother-in-law
Fred Loebmann (Aryeh Shraga ben Meshulam), brother-in-law
Remembered by Sandy Loebmann

Benjamin Q. Beckerman, father
Lillian Beckerman, mother
Sol Lunsky, father
Rose Lunsky, mother
Rebekah Rose Lunsky, daughter
Lynn Geman, dear friend
Eddie Schwartz, dear friend

Remembered by Les Lunsky and Joan Beck

In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter...

...we remember them.
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Sol Marder, father of Stuart
Jean Marder, mother of Stuart
Judi Alpert, sister of Stuart
Jeremy Kramer, son of Stuart
Helen Marder, granmother of Stuart
Hattie Wunder, great aunt of Stuart
Bernice Wagner, mother of Maxine
Ira Wagner, father of Maxine
Minnie Winter, aunt of Maxine
Becky Beck, aunt of Maxine
Morris Mirkin, uncle of Maxine
Carole Mirkin, cousin of Maxine
Sharon Duffy, cousin of Maxine
Barney Winter, uncle of Maxine
Walter Beck, uncle of Maxine

Remembered by Maxine and Stuart Marder

William Mishell (Zev ben Baruch Hirsh), father
Pola Mishell (Pessia Hinda ben David), mother

Remembered by Amy and Joe Mishell and Family

Ellen Rosenblatt Avner

Remembered by Julie Nankin

Roberta “Bunny” Oberlander, wife
Mitchell Benjamin Oberlander, son
Seymour Perline, father
Rose Perline, mother
Paul Oberlander, father
Sally Oberlander, mother
Max Feldman, grandfather
Sarah Feldman, grandmother
Barney Perline, grandfather
Rachel Perline, grandmother
Yehuda Oberlander, grandfather
Esther Oberlander, grandmother
Zeav Ratzenstein, grandfather
Esther Ratzenstein, grandmother
Shalom Oberlander, uncle
Asher Oberlander, uncle
Yitzhak Oberlander, uncle
Sosha Oberlander, aunt
Moshe Ratzenstein, uncle
Lucia Ratzenstein, aunt
Sophie Feldman Northrup, aunt
Sadie Perlin, aunt
Harry Perlin, uncle
Tillie Perline Thomason, aunt

Remembered by Mark Oberlander

Your absence has gone through me
Like thread through a needle.
Everything I do is stitched with its color.
–W.S. Merwin

In the opening of buds and in the rebirth of spring...

Louis Olswang, father
Esther Olswang, mother
Harvey Margulis, father
Shirley Margulis, mother
Yaakov Lev Olswang, grandson

Remembered by the Olswang Family

...we remember them.
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Baruch Shasha (Baruch ben Tzalach), beloved father,
grandfather, and great-grandfather
Edward Perlow (Yehudah ben Yaakov), beloved father,
grandfather, and great-grandfather
Rochelle Perlow (Rachel bat Yosef) beloved mother,
grandmother, and great-grandmother

Baruch Shasha, husband
Abraham and Moozly Shamash, parents
Saleh and Rena Shasha, parents-in-law

Yisroel Yaakov Polstein, brother

Fredric S. Burnstine, father and grandfather

David ben Shmuel, father
Yerachmiel ben Moshe, father
Morris Rabin, grandfather
Rosie Rabin, grandmother
Sam Kacev, grandfather
Shulamit Kacev, grandmother
Eugene Adler, grandfather
Erna Adler, grandmother
Barbara Novick, aunt
Fanie Fedler, great aunt

Harold Taitz, father
Harold Restein, father
Elena Restein, sister
Hayley Taitz, niece

Remembered by Tamar and Bruce Perlow and Family

Remembered by Mashi and Yehuda Polstein

Remembered by the Rabin Family

Berel H. Sales, father
Gerald Kanter, father
Rochelle Lee Blumofe Kanter, mother
Abba Sales, grandfather
Bertha Sales, grandmother
Hymen Kanter, grandfather
Jennie Kanter, grandmother
Irving Blumofe, grandfather
Anne Blumofe, grandmother
Jacob David Rotsin, grandfather
Ann Rotsin, grandmother

Remembered by Charlene and David Sales
In the blueness of the sky and in the warmth of summer...

Remembered by Doris Shasha

Marilyn Ross, mother and grandmother

Remembered by the Silverstein Family

Remembered by Janet and Lewis Steinberg and Family

Remembered by Cindy, Ari, Adam, Jason, Jonathan, Daniel,
and Gabriella Taitz

Israel ben David, father and grandfather
Tsvi ben David, father and grandfather
Hayley Taitz, cousin and neice

Remembered by Louise, Steven, Jessica, Calli, and Eli Taitz
and Avril Milner

Myrna Cloch (Miriam Esther bat Zalmen Meir), mother
Alvin Cloch (Avram ben Yaakov), father
Eleanor Weiss (Eita bat Arthur), mother
Stanley Weiss (Selig ben Mordechai), father
Sidney Kaplan (Zalmen Meir ben Shmulke), grandfather
Eva Kaplan (Chava bat Lazer), grandmother
Nathan Cloch (Yaakov ben Avraham), grandfather
Emma Cloch (Nachama bat Shmuel), grandmother
Evelyn Lowy Weiss (Chava bat Gershon), step-mother
Mitchell (Mickey) Cole (Mutl Eliezar ben Nachum), grandfather
Remembered by the Weiss-Cole Family
...we remember them.
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Lawrence Zimmerman (Leib Akiva ben Zvi Hersh), loving
father and grandfather
Dr. Leonard Sarnat(Aryeh Leib ben Moshe), loving father
and grandfather

I remember

I ask forgiveness

Remembered by the Zimmerman Family

David Zoller, father and father-in-law
Jean Zoller, mother and mother-in-law
Lynn Zacherl, sister and sister-in-law
Art Karns, father and father-in-law

I honor

I regret

I hope
I promise

Remembered by Laura and Stan Zoller

I cherish

I am grateful
I wish

I forgive

I grieve
I hold close
I am sorry
I mourn
I miss
In the rustling of the leaves and in the beauty of autumn...

...we remember them.
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In the beginning of the year and when it ends...

...we remember them.
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ou,h ahse

When we are weary and in need of strength...

...we remember them.
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When will I Be Myself Again

To One in Sorrow

“When will I be myself again?”
Some Tuesday, perhaps, in the late afternoon,
sitting quietly with a cup of tea,
and a cookie;
or Wednesday, same time or later,
you will stir from a nap and see her;
you will pick up the phone to call her;
you will hear her voice—unexpected advice—
and maybe argue.
And you will not be frightened,
and you will not be sad,
and you will not be alone,
not alone at all,
and your tears will warm you.
But not today,
and not tomorrow,
and not tomorrow’s tomorrow,
but some day,
some Tuesday, late in the afternoon,
sitting quietly with a cup of tea,
and a cookie;
and you will be yourself again.

Let me come in where you are weeping, friend,
and let me take your hand.
I, who have known a sorrow such as yours,
can understand.

Let me come in—I would be very still
beside you in your grief;
I would not bid you cease your weeping, friend,
tears can bring relief.

Let me come in—I would only breathe a prayer,
and hold your hand
for I have known a sorrow such as yours,
and understand.

–Grace Noll Crowell

–Rabbi Lewis John Eron

When we are lost and sick at heart...

...we remember them.
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Bright Mariner
Had I know that you were going
I could have given you
At least, good speed.
But you slipped away so suddenly
That I was left standing on the shore
Watching into space.
Not knowing that you would never come back,
Till I felt the waters of the incoming tide
Cold about my heart.
I do not ask for you again,
I know the sea you sail
Does not touch these shores,
I only look for a distant “All hail”
Like the white crest of a wave against the horizon
Or a signal light flashing once,
Far against the sky.
Sail on, my bright sturdy mariner!
Let out a full sheet to your new winds,
Taste the clear spray of your new waters.
You were made for flight and swiftness,
And eternal freedom.
Nothing shall weigh you down
Or call you back to the warm earth,
Or the shape we knew,
Or the place that held you so very dear.
I have cut the anchor chain that bound you to me,
and the great strength of my love,
And the heavy ache of my loneliness,
Which might bear upon you and hold you back,
I have fashioned into a shining, silken fabric
To the highest, and strongest of your new sails.

We miss them at celebrations,
when there’s an empty seat at the table.
We miss them when the community gathers,
and there’s an empty place beside us.
We miss them today, and every today,
with every year that passes,
as our life goes on without them.
Their faces, their voices, the feel of our arms
around them—
these are with us forever.
For so it is written:
Love is strong as death.
The love that we gave, the love we received—
these endure amid the pain of loss.

–Katherine Garrison Chapin

When we have joys we yearn to share...

...we remember them.
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P ROUDLY S UPPORTING
D ARCHEI N OAM OF G LENBROOK

Today, on this day of reflection and prayer,
may G-D remember the souls of our beloved.

M AY THIS N EW Y EAR BE FILLED
WITH H EALTH AND P EACE
May their souls be bound up in the bond of eternal life.

S HANAH T OVAH
Jeremy Seaver
Funeral Director

David I Jacobson
Founder & Friend

Susan Winkelstein
Funeral Director

Simcha Frank
Funeral Director
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Please Call for Information

Mikva for Tahara

Kohain Building
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So long as they live, we, too, shall live...

...for they are now a part of us, as we remember them.

